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Jacketless In December
D.A.D.

[tab]Artist: D:A:D
Song: Jacketless in december[/tab]
tabbed by: Anders "Rockstar" Mejlvang
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Verse:
[tab]Am
	I m freezing[/tab]
[tab]Em
	Then I m letting go[/tab]
[tab]G                                Dm
	You only hear the silent snow[/tab]
[tab]Am
	Running from it,[/tab]
[tab]G                    C
        Am I getting weak?[/tab]

Bridge:
[tab]F
	But what are friends for?[/tab]
[tab]C
	I only remember[/tab]
[tab]G
	Yeah jacketless[/tab]
[tab]G7
	In icecold decmeber[/tab]

Chorus:
[tab]             C
	In a dream[/tab]
[tab]                 Am
	But wide awake[/tab]
[tab]                      Em	      F   G
   	Now I know my own mistakes[/tab]
[tab]                C
	From without[/tab]
[tab]               Gm
	To within[/tab]
[tab]		        Dm           G
	Now I live with everything[/tab]

Verse:
[tab]Am
	Blame another[/tab]
[tab]                Em
	But the shame is in your mind[/tab]
[tab]G



	For what is lost[/tab]
[tab]                    Dm
	and hard to find[/tab]
[tab]Am
	The door is closed[/tab]
[tab]G                    C
	To light and truth[/tab]

Bridge:
[tab]F
	But what are friends for?[/tab]
[tab]C
	Yeah , I  remember[/tab]
[tab]G
	Yeah, jacketless[/tab]
[tab]G7
	In icecold decmeber[/tab]

Chorus:
[tab]             C
	In a dream[/tab]
[tab]                 Am
	But wide awake[/tab]
[tab]                      Em                    F   G
	Now I know my own mistakes[/tab]
[tab]                 C
	From without[/tab]
[tab]               Gm
	To within[/tab]
[tab]	                Dm                  G
	Now I live with everything[/tab]

Another:
[tab]          Dm              C  F
	I see now a world of fear[/tab]
[tab]C                         G
	Through a mist of tears[/tab]
[tab]             Dm             C   F
	I ve been in a very bad mood[/tab]
[tab]C               G
	As if I knew[/tab]
[tab]            Dm         C  F
	You always end up empty[/tab]
[tab] C                      G
	So full of yourself[/tab]
[tab]                     Dm          F
	I can safely say now[/tab]
[tab]        Em
	Even the oldest trick that exist[/tab]
[tab]                     G
	That you can still disappoint a pessimist[/tab]
Chorus:



[tab]             C
	In a dream[/tab]
[tab]                   Am
	But wide awake[/tab]
[tab]                      Em	       F   G
   	Now I know my own mistakes[/tab]
[tab]                 C
	From without[/tab]
[tab]               Gm
	To within[/tab]
[tab]	                Dm            G
	Now I live with everything[/tab]

Play the chorus two more times, one with song and one with solo guitar

----------------------------------------------------------------------

If anuybody got something to complain ore something else wrote me on
Rl_Rockstar@Hotmail.com

Hope anybody can need this..............

----------------------------------------------------------------------


